Science Long Term Coverage
The Curriculum Intent for Science at Athersley North Primary School is to develop children’s scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding of the nature, processes and method of science, for now and the future. This will be done through a variety of practical experiments to engage children to promote the enjoyment and fuel their own curiosity of scientific processes. We will encourage pupils to plan, investigate and to question through experiments and investigations stemming from the National Curriculum. Objectives.

Children at the expected level of development will: - Explore the natural
world around them, making observations and drawing pictures of animals
National
and plants; 15 - Know some similarities and differences between the
Curriculum
natural world around them and contrasting environments, drawing on
Objectives / EYFS
their experiences and what has been read in class; - Understand some
Framework
important processes and changes in the natural world around them,
including the seasons and changing states of matter.

Reception

KS1

KS2

Working Scientifically
Living things and their habitats

Working Scientifically
Living things and their habitats

Animals Including Humans

Animals Including Humans/ Evolution and Inheritance

Everyday Materials/ Uses of everyday materials
Plants
Seasonal Changes

What things are made of: States of Matter/ Properties and changes of materials/ Light
The World Around US:

Forces and Magnets & Electricity

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

*asking simple questions and recognising that they can be answered in different ways * observing closely, using simple equipment * performing simple
answering questions.
Objective

Vocabulary

question find results know because pattern sort measure identify predict test sense change classify observe

* asking relevant questions and using different types of scientific enquiries to answer them * setting up simple practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests * making
* planning different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, including recognising and controlling variables where necessary * taking measurements,
systematic and careful observations and, where appropriate, taking accurate measurements using standard units, using a range of equipment, including thermometers and
using a range of scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, taking repeat readings when appropriate * recording data and results of
data loggers * gathering, recording, classifying and presenting data in a variety of ways to help in answering questions * recording findings using simple scientific language,
increasing complexity using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar and line graphs * using test results to make
drawings, labelled diagrams, keys, bar charts, and tables * reporting on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations, displays or presentations of results
predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests * reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, including conclusions, causal relationships and
and conclusions * using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values, suggest improvements and raise further questions * identifying differences, explanations of and degree of trust in results, in oral and written forms such as displays and other presentations * identifying scientific evidence that has been
similarities or changes related to simple scientific ideas and processes * using straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support their findings.
used to support or refute ideas or arguments.

conclusion graph fair measure identify investigate diagram data compare patterns similarity predict evidence classify improve dependent and independent variables
controlled

Living things and their habitats
*Explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead and things that have never
been alive. *Identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and describe how
different habits provide for the basic needs of different kinds of animals and plants, and how they depend
on each other. *Identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including
microhabitats.
*Describe how animals obtain food from plants and other animals using the idea of a simple food chain
and identify and name different sources of food.

Objective

Living things and their habitats
Recognise that living things can be grouped in a variety of ways.
*Explore and use classification keys to help group, identify and name a variety of living things in
their local and wider environment.
*Recognise that environments can change and that this can sometimes pose dangers to living
things.

To know the names of different body parts. To talk about how they have
changed since they were a baby.
To talk about the changes they observe in their environment – Seasons
link.

Recap Previous Learning and address gaps
Coverage

Cultural Capital

Living Things R/ Seasonal Changes R

1)Explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead and things that have never been
alive.2)explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead and things that have never
been alive 3)Describe how animals obtain food from plants and other animals using the idea of a simple food
chain and identify and name different sources of food.4)Identify that most living things live in habitats to which
they are suited 5)identify and name the variety of plants and animals in their habitats including
microhabitats.6)identify and name the variety of plants and animals in their habitats including microhabitats.

alive, dead, never been alive, compare, breathe, food chain, producer, consumer,
prey, predator, adapt, adaptation, environment, habitat, microorganisms mould,

grow, young, old, change

Using the outdoor learning environment to look at living things and their habitats

comparative variable argue comparative scatter graph scientific accurate source control research enquiry precise relationship trust justify dependent and
independent variables controlled

To know that some animals are nocturnal.
To talk about and name some nocturnal animals (linked to autumn and
changing seasons)

Group, identify and name a variety of living things in the local and wider environment.
To understand the reproductive parts of a flowering plant, including male and female
Group, Identify and name a variety of living things by generating questions to sort vertebrates in a classification key.
structures. (Sexual Reproduction)
Identifying vertebrates by their similarities and differences.
To research the life cycle and reproduction of a flowering plant To understand the
Identify invertebrates found in the local environment.
processes of natural and artificial asexual reproduction in plants.
Using straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions by explaining how they have identified an invertebrate.
To investigate artificial forms of asexual reproduction in plants
Environments can change and that this can sometimes pose dangers to living things by identifying changes and dangers in the local habitat.
To learn about the lifecycle and reproduction of amphibians and insects
Environments can change and that this can sometimes pose dangers to living things by learning about environmental dangers and endangered
To understand the life cycle and reproduction of mammals and birds. To describe the
species.
process of reproduction and the life cycle of a mammal by exploring Jane Goodall’s work
with chimpanzees.

Living things and their habitats
* describe how living things are classified into broad groups according to common
observable characteristics and based on similarities and differences, including
microorganisms, plants and animals * give reasons for classifying plants and
animals based on specific characteristics.

LESSON 1- Plants, Living Things and their Habitats. To know who Linnaeus was.
LESSON 2: To begin to understand classification.
LESSON 3: To classify living things.
LESSON 4: To classify leaves.
LESSON 5: To investigate microorganisms.
LESSON 6: To research unusual creatures.
LESSON 7: To showcase what I know about animals and living things.

Living Things Y4

Living Things Y5

Living Things Y6

plants nutrient reproduce function parts leaves transport soil water germinate disperse pollinate flowers life
cycle grow photosynthesis classification, vertebrates, invertebrates amphibians mammals

life cycle insect process ocean parent mammals reproduce tuber
rainforest change animals scientist naturalist desert environment
sexual, a sexual. Amphibians , natural, artificial

classify animal micro-organism Carl Linnaeus common vertebrate characteristics
amphibian research group invertebrate habitat plant environment mammal

Zoo lab workshops to cover habitats and classification

Zoo lab workshops to cover habitats and classification

Zoo lab workshops to cover habitats and classification

Animals, including humans
find out about and describe the basic needs of animals, including humans, for
eating the right amounts of different types of food, and hygiene.

Autumn Term 2- Animals including humans- BIOLOGY
Animals, including humans
Animals, including humans
Animals, including humans
* identify that animals, including humans, need the right
*
describe
the
simple
functions
of
the
basic
parts
of
the
digestive
system
in
*
describe
the
changes
as
humans
develop
to
types and amount of nutrition, and that they cannot make
old age.
their own food; they get nutrition from what they eat *
identify that humans and some other animals have
skeletons and muscles for support, protection and
movement.

Animals, including humans
* identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory system, and describe the
functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood * recognise the impact of diet,
exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the way their bodies function * describe the ways in
which nutrients and water are transported within animals, including humans.

producers, predators and prey.

1. My Body To identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the human body in the context of drawing
and labelling a diagram of the body.2. Senses: To say which part of the body is associated with each sense
in the context of drawing activities that use the sensory organs.3. Sense Detectives To perform simple
tests in the context of investigating each of the five senses. To gather and record data to help in answering
questions in the context of collecting information to solve a puzzle.4. Grouping Animals To identify and
name a variety of common animals including, fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals in the context of
naming animals. Asking simple questions and recognising that they can be answered in different ways in
the context of generating criteria for sorting animals. 5. Animal Bodies To describe and compare the
structure of a variety of common animals (fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals including pets in
the context of describing pictures of common animals. 6.What Do I Eat? To identify and name a variety of
common animals that are carnivores, herbivores and omnivores in the context of recognising if animals are
carnivores, herbivores or omnivores. To identify and classify in the context of sorting animals into
categories.

1. Animal Babies: To notice that animals, including humans, have offspring which grow into adults, by describing the
changes to animals as they grow. 2. Growing and Changing: To notice that animals, including humans, have
offspring which grow into ad.3. Basic Needs: To find out about and describe the basic needs of animals, including
humans, for survival (water, food and air), by identifying the ways that different animals meet their basic needs. 4.
Healthy Eating: To describe the importance for humans of eating the right amounts of different types of food, by
exploring food groups.5. Exercise To describe the importance for humans of exercise, by finding out why humans
need to exercise. To gather and record data to help in answering questions, by recording the ways that exercise
affects the body. 6. Hygiene: To describe the importance for humans of hygiene, by learning about good hygiene
habits. To observe closely, using simple equipment, by using hand lenses to observe their hands and drawing what
they see.

1. Types of Nutrition Identify that they cannot make their own food; they get nutrition from what they eat by
comparing how plants and humans obtain food. Identify that animals, including humans, need the right types of
nutrition by examining food groups and nutrient groups. 2. Amount of Nutrition Identify that animals, including
humans, need the right amount of nutrition in the context of identifying differences and similarities related to simple
scientific processes by grouping animals according to their diets. 3. Types of Skeleton. Identify that humans and
some other animals have skeletons by investigating skeleton types. 4. Naming Bones. Identify that humans and
some other animals have skeletons by identifying the parts of the skeleton.5. Functions of a Skeleton Identify that
humans and some other animals have skeletons for support, protection and movement, by focusing on skeleton
types.6. Mighty Muscles. Identify that humans and some other animals have muscles for movement by examining
how muscles work. Setting up simple practical enquiries in the context of investigating pairs of muscles. Recording
findings using simple scientific language by writing the results of the practical investigation.

1)To name the basic parts of the digestive system in humans.2)To describe the simple functions of the
basic parts of the digestive system in humans.3)To identify the different types of teeth in humans and their
simple functions. 4) To identify the different types of teeth in humans and their simple functions.

Animals, Including Humans R

Animals, Including Humans Y1

Animals, Including Humans Y2

Animals, Including Humans Y3

Vocabulary

nocturnal, diurnal, daytime

sense smell carnivore mouth hands sight hear herbivore human ears touch taste
omnivore eyes nose animal

animal adult hygiene water wash human exercise grow air need young food baby clean
healthy offspring , balanced diet,

animal skeleton healthy protect protein human muscle spine
move fibre nutrition diet vertebra support carbohydrate

Cultural Capital

Watch live stream videos from wildlife parks

Guest speaker Community Nurse/vet

Guest speaker Community Nurse /vet

invite a physiotherapist guest speaker

Coverage

Living things and their habitats
*Describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an
amphibian, an insect and a bird.
*Describe the life process of reproduction in some plants and
animals.

Zoo lab workshop

Animals, including humans
*
identify and name a variety of common animals including fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds and mammals * identify and name a variety of common
animals that are carnivores, herbivores and omnivores
* describe and compare the structure of a variety of common animals (fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals including pets)
* identity,
name, draw and label the basic parts of the human body and say which part
of the body is associated with each sense.

Objective

Recap Previous Learning and address gaps

Living Things Y2

Theme

Progression

Y6

Autumn Term 1- Living things and their habitats - BIOLOGY

Theme

Vocabulary

Y5

Working Scientifically taught continuously throughout the year- Disciplinary Knowledge

Theme

Progression

Rocks/ Earth and Space/ Sound

LESSON 1: Gestation
To represent scientific data in graph forms to look for patterns in animal gestation periods
and draw logical conclusions.
LESSON 2: Foetal Development
To understand foetal development in humans.
LESSON 3: Growth and Change: Baby and child.
To recognise and explore key milestones in baby and child development.
LESSON 4: Adults and Old age.
To identify physical and mental changes that happen from adulthood to old age.
LESSON 5: Human Timeline
To identify, order and explain the 6 key stages in a human life.

Animals Including Humans
LESSON 1: To understand the components of blood and their function.
LESSON 2: To identify and describe the function of parts of the circulatory system. (the heart)
LESSON 3: To investigate scientifically.
LESSON 4: To investigate scientifically.
LESSON 5: To describe how water and nutrients are transported around the body.
LESSON 6: To describe how water and nutrients are transported around the body.
LESSON 7: Animals To recognise the impact of a healthy diet and exercise.
LESSON 8: Animals To understand the impact of drugs and alcohol.

Animals, Including Humans Y4

Animals, Including Humans Y5

Animals, Including Humans Y6

function food chain predator type stomach digestive system canine prey mouth tongue incisor molar intestine carnivore herbivore oesophagus
large intestine, small intestine, rectum human animal life cycle

muscle human, animal hygiene lifecycle development, baby, toddler, child, teenager,
foetal, adult, puberty, gestation, length, mass, grow

To investigate the causes of tooth decay.5) To be able to interpret a variety of food chains, identifying
producers, predators and prey 6)To be able to construct and interpret a variety of food chains identifying
producers, predators and prey.

Guest speaker Community Nurse

Invite Midwife/Doctor guest speaker

Red blood cell, White blood cell, Plasma, Platelets , Vena Cava, Aorta, Ventricle, Atrium,
Pulmonary vein, Dissect, Enzymes,Aerobic
Anaerobic,Pulse,Measure,Medication,Prescription,Alcohol,Illegal

Pulmonary artery

Guest speaker Community Nurse

Spring Term 1- What are things made of and Rocks- CHEMISTRY

Theme

Objective
To know the names of minibeasts
To begin understand the importance of looking after our environment and
all living things and where we can collect natural resources from.
To know the difference between farm animals and wild animals.

Coverage

Everyday Materials
• Distinguish between an object and the material from which it is made
• Identify and name a variety of everyday materials, including wood,
plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock
• Describe the simple physical properties of a variety of everyday
materials
• Compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on the
basis of their simple physical properties.

Uses of everyday materials

find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some materials can be
changed by squashing, bending, twisting and stretching.

Rocks

States of matter
* compare and group materials together, according to whether they are solids, liquids or gases *
the basis of their appearance and simple physical
observe that some materials change state when they are heated or cooled, and measure or
research the temperature at which this happens in degrees Celsius (°C) * identify the part played by
formed when things that have lived are trapped within rock
evaporation and condensation in the water cycle and associate the rate of evaporation with
temperature.
matter.

Properties and changes of materials
* compare and
group together everyday materials on the basis of their properties, including their hardness,
some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a solution, and describe how to recover a substance
from a solution * use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how mixtures might be
separated, including through filtering, sieving and evaporating * give reasons, based on evidence
from comparative and fair tests, for the particular uses of everyday materials, including metals, wood
and plastic * demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of state are reversible changes *
explain that some changes result in the formation of new materials, and that this kind of change is not
usually reversible, including changes associated with burning and the action of acid on bicarbonate of
soda.

Session 1 What are rocks? Why are there rocks everywhere? How do rocks form? LO: compare
Session 1 To identify and name a variety of everyday materials,
Session 1 To identify and compare the suitability of a variety of
States of Matter Y4
What things are made of.
and group together different kinds of rocks on the basis of their appearance and simple physical To understand that materials can be classified into different states and begin to use simple practical enquiries and scientific evidence to support their
including wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock .Session 2 To distinguish between
everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass,
properties
an object and the material from
brick, rock, paper and cardboard for particular uses. Session 2 To identify and classify the uses of everyday materials, to
findings
To plan and carry out investigations into soluble materials.
Session 2 Types of Rocks- LO: compare different kinds of rocks on the basis of their
which it is made. Session 3 To distinguish between an object and the material from
gather and record data. Session 3 To identify and compare the suitability of a variety of
To answer questions about gas using evidence from scientific enquiries and to record findings using drawings
To plan and carry out investigations that attempt to separate mixed materials.
appearance and simple physical properties
which it is made. Session 4 To describe the simple physical properties of a variety of
everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass,
To understand, through practical tasks, that materials change state when they are heated or cooled and to describe this process using scientific
To plan and carry out irreversible cooking investigations that may create some new materials.
Session 3 Bones or Fossils? / Body Fossils / Trace Fossils/ Fossilisation Process LO: describe in
everyday materials Session 5 To observe closely, To perform simple tests, To use their
brick, rock, paper and cardboard for particular uses. Session 4 To find out how the shapes of solid objects made from
language
To plan and carry out oxidation investigations whilst observing and recording oxidation
simple terms how fossils are formed when things that have lived are trapped within rock
observations and ideas to suggest answers to
some materials can be changed by squashing, bending,
To ask a question about evaporation and set up a practical enquiry that will provide the scientific evidence to answer it
reactions over time.
Session 4 History about Fossils and Types of Fossil. LO: describe in simple terms how fossils
questions Session 6 To compare and group together a variety of everyday
twisting and stretching, Session 5 To find out about people who have developed new
To know that water moves in a cycle due to changes in temperature causing the water to change from one state to another
To complete research on new materials and their uses.
are formed when things that have lived are trapped within rock
materials on the basis of their simple physical properties
materials, by learning about John McAdam.
To replicate some of the simple practical enquiries and use them to provide evidence to support their learning about States of Matter
Session 5.What is soil? What is soil made from? LO: Recognise that soils are made from rocks

Recap Previous Learning and address gaps

and organic matter.
Session 6. Rocks Quiz- LO: asking relevant questions and using
different types of scientific enquiries to answer them.

Progression

Living Things R/ Animals, Including Humans R

Vocabulary

waterproof hard wood metal transparent rough smooth

Cultural Capital

Outdoor learning

Materials Y1

Materials Y2

Rocks Y3

material transparent shape appearance, physical, properties, hard/soft, shiny/dull,
rough/smooth,
absorbent/not
absorbent,
fossils,
sedimentary,
rock,
soils,
organic
material glass waterproof touch hard wood metal transparent rough soft plastic rocks material bend use glass change object twist plastic rock shape squash stretch metal paper used, suitability, properties
matter, buildings, gravestones, grains, crystals, metamorphic, igneous
water smooth stretchy

Bbc Bitesize hooks / Explorify

Bbc Bitesize hooks / explorify

Magna/ Volcano workshop

Progression

To know that humans and other animals can grow.
To know what happens when a season changes.
To know what to do to protect the environment.
To identify and sort minibeasts
To talk about where food comes from
To classify nocturnal and diurnal animals
Wild animals live in forests/jungles/ safari and sometimes zoo’s or
aquariums.
Talk about the life cycle of a plant and animals.
To talk about how humans can help animals

Seasonal Changes R/Living Things R/ Animals, Including Humans/ Plants
R

Vocabulary

spring summer autumn wind cold winter season change weather

Cultural Capital

Buy caterpillar/ butterfly house kit

To select appropriate materials according to their properties.
To name and identify a range of different materials and to know how they
are used in familiar environments.
Coverage

Cultural Capital
Theme

Bbc Bitesize hooks / Explorify

Bbc Bitesize hooks / Explorify

Earth and Space
* describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets,

with the seasons and how day length varies.

the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and
the apparent movement of the sun across the sky.

patterns in the way that the size of shadows change.

1: Observe changes across the four seasons, 2:observe and describe
weather associated with the seasons 3:observe and describe weather
associated with the seasons 4:observe and describe weather associated
with the seasons 5:Understand how day length varies 6:observe and
describe weather associated with the seasons

Recap Previous Learning and address gaps

Seasonal Changes Y1

1. Light and Dark: To recognise that we need light in order to see things and that dark is the absence of
light by taking part in a ‘feely bag’ investigation.2. Reflective Surfaces: To notice that light is reflected
from surfaces by choosing the most reflective material for a new book bag.3. Mirrors To notice that light is
reflected from surfaces by playing mirror games. 4. Sun Safety: To recognise that light from the sun can
be dangerous and that there are ways to protect our eyes by designing and advertising a pair of
sunglasses or a sun hat. 5. Shadows: To recognise that shadows are formed when the light from a light
source is blocked by a solid object by investigating the best material for curtains for a baby’s bedroom. 6.
Changing Shadows To find patterns in the way that the size of shadows
change by investigating what happens when you change the distance between the object and the light
source.

Recap Previous Learning and address gaps

Light Y3

spring summer autumn wind cold winter season day length rain frosty change
weather outside snow icy

light, see, dark, reflect, surface, natural, star, Sun, Moon, shadow, blocked, solid,
artificial, torch, candle, lamp, sunlight, dangerous, protect eyes,

Outdoor learning environment

Outdoor learning environment - shadows

Light
* recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines * use the idea that light
travels in straight lines to explain that objects are seen because they give out or
reflect light into the eye * explain that we see things because light travels from light
sources to our eyes or from light sources to objects and then to our eyes * use the
idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why shadows have the same shape
as the objects that cast them.

1:To describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately spherical bodies. 2:To find out about the size of the
Earth, Sun and Moon and how far away from each other they are. 3:To use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to
explain day
and night and the apparent movement of the Sun across the sky. 4:To use data to draw conclusions about the
Sun at different times of the year. 5:To describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets, relative to the
Sun in the Solar System. 6:To describe the movement of the Moon relative to the
Earth.

1. How We See: To recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines by creating a model of light travelling. To use the idea that light travels in straight lines to
explain that objects are seen because they give out or reflect light into the eye by creating a model of light travelling. To explain that we see things because light travels
from light sources to our eyes or from light sources to objects and then to our eyes by creating a light documentary.2. Reflecting Light: To recognise that light
appears to travel in straight lines by
investigating the angles of incidence and reflection. To use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that objects are seen because they give out or reflect
light into the eye by creating a periscope and explaining how it works. To explain that we see things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or from light
sources to objects and then to our eyes by creating a periscope and explaining how it works. 3. Refraction: To recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines
by investigating refraction. 4. Spectacular Spectrum; To recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines by exploring prisms and creating colour wheels.5.
Seeing Colours: To use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that objects are seen because they give out or reflect light
into the eye by investigating how we see colours. To explain that we see things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or from light sources to objects and
then to our eyes.6. Shadow Theatre To use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why shadows have the same shape as the objects that cast them by

Earth and Space Y5

Light Y6

planet rotate galaxy movement night Solar System orbit spherical Moon season model
universe axis Earth International Space Station(ISS)

light dark mirror patterns change reflect Sun shadow source high eyes blocked object shorter night periscope, telescope,
binoculars, mirror, magnifying glass, Newton’s first reflecting telescope

Ideally a Dome mobile school visit workshops / Virtual trip to space

Outdoor learning environment

Summer Term 1- Plants and Evolution and Inheritance- BIOLOGY & PHYSICS

Objective

Vocabulary

properties solution evaporate burn evidence materials filter reversible acid separate
dissolve sieve substance changes of state mixture transparent shape

recognise that light from the sun can be dangerous and that there are

Theme

Progression

material gas condensation heat change solid water cycle temperature cool Celsius (°C) liquid states of matter evaporation measure shape
evaporate, change of state.

Light

Seasonal Changes

Coverage

Materials Y5

Spring Term 2- The world around us- PHYSICS

Theme

Objective

States of Matter Y4

Materials R
waterproof hard wood metal transparent rough smooth

Focus area in provision sensory area with different materials

Plants
* Identify and name a variety of common wild and garden
plants, including deciduous and evergreen trees.
* Identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of
common flowering plants, including trees.

Plants
*Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants.
* Find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to
grow and stay healthy.

Plants
*Identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots,
stem/trunk, leaves and flowers.
* Explore the requirements of plants for life and growth (air, light, water, nutrients
from oil, and room to grow) and how they vary from plant to plant.
*Investigate the way in which water is transported within plants.
*Explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering plants, including
pollination, seed formation and seed dispersal.

1. To identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of
1: parts of a plant and their job. 2:role of the roots and stem in nutrition and support,
Session 1.To observe closely using simple equipment by recording observations of a variety of plants in the local
common flowering plants. 2 To identify and name a variety of common wild plants. 3.To
leaves for nutrition 3:investigate how water travels in a plant. 4:explore what a plant needs
environment. Session 2.To observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants by planting seeds and
identify and name a variety of common garden plants 4.To identify and name a variety
to grow. 5:explore the role of the flower in the life cycle of a plant. 6:Non Statutory bulbs,
Session 3 To observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature things. Session 4 To find out
of common wild and garden plants, including deciduous and evergreen trees 5.To
Explore questions that focus on the role of flowers for reproduction.
and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy by comparing the growth of
identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of
seedlings under different
common flowering plants, including trees. 6 To observe closely, using simple equipment. conditions Session 5 To find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay
healthy by explaining what conditions plants need to grow well .Session 6 To observe and describe how seeds and bulbs
grow into mature plants by comparing the growth of seeds endbulbs

Plants Y1
plant tree root grow fruit deciduous leaves stem vegetable branches evergreen
flower trunk petal leaf wild

Invite local gardeners from the community to talk about plants /
workshops

Plants Y2
plant water grow change seed light germinate soil measure bulb temperature healthy food warmth, mature deciduous

Invite local gardeners from the community to talk about plants / workshops

environment in different ways and that adaptation may lead to evolution.

distance from the sound source increases.
1.Vibrations: To identify how sounds are made, associating some of them with something vibrating, by identifying and explaining sound sources
around school. 2. Hearing Sounds: To identify how sounds are made, associating some of them with something vibrating, by performing a
dramatisation of how sounds travel. 3. Higher and Lower: To recognise that vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear, by exploring
how high and low sounds are created. 4. String Telephone: To recognise that sounds get fainter as the distance from the sound source increases,
by exploring how sounds change over distance. 5. Soundproofing: To recognise that vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear, by
investigating the best material for absorbing sound.6. Making Music: To recognise that vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear, by
making a musical instrument and explaining how it works.

Sound Y4

Plants Y3
plants nutrient reproduce function parts leaves transport soil water germinate
disperse pollinate flowers life cycle grow photosynthesis
deciduous temperature

Invite local gardeners from the community to talk about plants /
workshops

Evolution and inheritance
Recognise that living things have changed over time and that fossils provide information about living things that

Sound

sound ear insulate travel source vibrate volume quiet material strength pitch high loud distance instrument

Evolution and Inheritance

Recap Previous Learning and address gaps

To recognise that characteristics are passed from parents to offspring.
To identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit their environment in different ways.
To understand that adaptation of plants and animals to suit their environment may lead to evolution. To understand that adaptation of
plants and animals to suit their environment may lead to evolution.
To find out about how the work of scientists has helped develop our understanding of the process of evolution.
To recognise that living things have changed over time and that a number of factors can affect a species’ evolution
To understand how humans have evolved over time, and how human behaviour can affect change in species over time.

Evolution and Inheritance Y6
evolution offspring variation environment change inheritance , adaptation identical, inhabited

Ideally Magna Juicy Fruit DNA workshop / Explorify hooks
Use of instruments in school

Summer Term 2- Forces and Magnets & Electricty - PHYSICS

Forces and Magnets

Electricity

Forces
explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because of the force of

how magnets attract or repel each other and attract some materials and not others

Electricity

air resistance, water resistance and friction, that act between moving surfaces

components function, including the brightness of bulbs, the loudness of buzzers and
insulators, and associate metals with being good conductors.

Objective

smaller force to have a greater effect.

simple circuit in a diagram.

or repel each other, depending on which poles are facing.

1. Pushes and Pulls: To notice that some forces need contact between two objects. 2.
Faster and Slower: To compare how things move on different surfaces.3. Scrapyard
Challenge: To notice that magnetic forces can act at a distance and attract some
materials and not others. 4. Magnet Strength: To observe how magnets attract or repel
each other and attract some materials and not others.5. Magnetic Poles: To describe
magnets as having two poles and to predict whether two magnets will attract or repel
each other, depending on which poles are facing. 6. Magnets: To observe how magnets
attract or repel each other and attract some materials and not others.

1. Exciting Electricity: To report on findings, including oral and written explanations, 2: Electrical Appliances: Identify common appliances that run on electricity , 3. Electrical
Circuits: Using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values, suggest improvements and raise further questions. Construct a simple series electrical circuit,
identifying and naming its basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers. Identify whether or not a lamp will light in a simple series circuit, based on whether or not
the lamp is part of a complete loop with a battery. 4. Conductors and Insulators: Construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts, including cells,
wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers. Making systematic and careful observations and, where appropriate, taking accurate measurements using standard units, using a range of
equipment, including thermometers and data loggers. Recognise some common conductors and insulators, and associate metals with being good conductors.5. Splendid
switches. Construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers. Recognise that a switch opens and
closes a circuit and associate this with whether or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit by creating circuits which contain a switch.6. Investigating Switches Construct a
simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers. Construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and
naming its basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers. Recognise that a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this with whether or not a lamp lights in
a simple series circuit by creating circuits which contain a switch.

1. To explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because of the force of gravity acting
between the Earth and the falling object by identifying forces acting on objects. To identify the effects
of air resistance, water resistance and friction by identifying forces acting on objects. 2. Gravity: To
explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because of the force of gravity acting between
the Earth and the falling object by measuring the force of gravity pulling on objects. 3. Air Resistance:
To identify the effects of air resistance by investigating the best parachute to slow a person down.4.
Water Resistance To identify the effects of water resistance by creating and racing streamlined
boats.5. Friction: To identify the effects of friction by investigating brakes. 6. Marvellous Mechanisms:
To recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force to
have a greater effect by exploring and designing a simple mechanism.

1:Identifying scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments in the context of the major discoveries made by scientists
in the field of electricity. 2. Circuit Symbols Use recognised symbols when representing a simple circuit in a diagram by observing and explaining the
effect of different volts in a circuit. 3. Volts Associate the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a buzzer with the number and voltage of cells used in the
circuit by observing and explaining the effect of different volts in a circuit.4. Electricity Investigation (Part 1) Compare and give reasons for variations
in how components function, including the brightness of bulbs, the loudness of buzzers and the on/off position of switches Planning different types of
scientific enquiries to answer questions, including recognising and controlling variables where necessary by investigating the relationship between wire
length and the brightness of bulbs or the loudness of buzzers. 5. Electricity Investigation (Part 2) Recording data and results of increasing complexity
using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar and line graphs Reporting and presenting findings from enquiries,
including conclusions, causal relationships and explanations of and degree of trust in results, in oral and written forms such as displays and other
presentations by conducting an investigation, presenting and report findings on the effect of wire length on the brightness of bulbs or the loudness of
buzzers .6. Electricity Investigation (Part 3) Using test results to make Predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests by planning and
conducting a further investigation.

Progression

Forces and Magnets Y3

Electricity Y4

Forces and Magnets Y5

Electricity Y6

appliances battery wire device electricity insulator switch connect series circuit cell buzzer bright motor

Vocabulary

forces poles properties contact distance attract magnet metal compare patterns
repel strength horseshoe materials surface

gravity surface gear force theory resistance lever friction effect pulley movement
machine different Isaac Newton

voltage, brightness, volume, switches, danger, series circuit, working
safely with, electricity, electrical safety, sign, circuit diagram,, buzzer,

Coverage

Recap Previous Learning and address gaps

Recap Previous Learning and address gaps

